Prepare to be BroSpotted

Andrew Lin
Staff Writer

BroSpotter. It sounds intriguing, as everybody loves using the word "bro," and before I looked into it, I figured it would just be a website with pictures of "bro" to laugh at. As it turned out, it was a little more than that. The tagline of the website reads "These are the boys we see on Wellesley's campus... we are the BroSpotter." BroSpotter.co or as it is known on the Wellesley College campus "BroSpotter" is a website that a Wellesley College student created for the sole purpose of ranking the males that set foot on their campus. Wellesley girls e-mail pictures of mostly unwary guys who visit Wellesley College. The webmaster, her identity is currently unknown, and then publishes the pictures with a one-line editorial on the guy. The reader then has the option to vote whether or not the oblivious male is a "Hot," "Bro," or both.

The website is complete with the ability to comment or share the post with Facebook friends, Twitter followers, or anyone else via e-mail. And one cannot forget the disclaimer. "The term "bro" is used here very generously. You have to admit though... it's kind of a sick name." If this happens to elicit the three-word phrase that begins with "what" and ends with a swear word, I completely understand, as I had the exact same response. Whether you find yourself to be "The Boy of the Week" or simply the sub-
Continued on page 7

FME Business Launch

Kevin Liu
Staff Writer

Once again, FME fever has struck campus. According to Sandra Siciliano, Senior Program Manager of Academic Services, this year there will be a record eighteen businesses seeking to make a profit.

In addition to the FME business staples seen year to year, this year’s company mix includes a bunch of new creative ideas. Two of the most unique businesses this year are BIBO and Wicked College App. BIBO will allow students to get their daily chocolate fix simply by inhaling. Wicked College App will attempt to create a multi-platform Smartphone application that will integrate events from all the major colleges and universities in the Greater Boston area.

As students were pulled out of class and the Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE) fraternity letters were removed from their housing, texts messages and Facebook comments spread rumors across campus. The symbolic removal of the letters signaled to the campus that TKE was in some kind of trouble, but without a clear message released from a member of TKE the campus remained confused about what had occurred.

The actual events may be less thrilling than rumors, but this does not diminish the seriousness of TKE’s actions. Thursday morning, members of the Babson Facilities staff brought a "Fire and Life Safety" issue to the administration’s attention due to a number of obstructions of emergency exits around Canfield B, which lead Babson to begin investigating the nature and origin of the obstructions in question.

The night of Wednesday, October 27th, more than one hundred pumpkins and Continued on page 3
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Wellesley’s Man Panel

Second Chance Fashion Show

Kevin Liu
Staff Writer

On the night of Wednesday, November 17th, I headed off to Wellesley College for the first time. I was going to attend something called a “man panel” — a panel consisting of six men and an audience of Wellesley women who asked everything and anything about sex, romance, and relationships.

I had no idea what to expect when I got there; the only description I got when I signed up was “a forum where people exert power by asking questions about what they want” — a forum I was then expected to ask questions and answer questions in which we anxious girls try to understand you lastly, and our male counterparts.

Stepping off the shuttle onto Wellesley College’s campus was an intimidating experience, for the sight of women was tightly attached — arms in arms — to the girls and I felt strangely out of place. This was definitely a new and strange experience for me.

And then the fun began. The questions were asked anonymously with pen and paper going around the audience. No question was out of bounds and the Wellesley women took full advantage of that fact. To say the least, the questions were colorful and with four heterosexuals, one homosexual, and one bisexual on the panel answers were just as diverse. The questions ranged from the purely sexual, “What’s your favorite position?” to the deeply intimate, “Have you ever told someone you loved them?”

The responses from the panel were mostly honest but with nearly fifty women in the audience it was hard to prevent a little egotism from all the men, especially towards the end. As far as sex talks go, the miscellany of questions, answers, and the audience’s reactions led to an evening of great entertainment and informative discussion.

Joanne Louis
Staff Writer

Lights... Camera... ACTION... Wait! This is a high-end fashion show, yet these models are in wheelchairs!

On February 22, 2010, Babson will be holding its first “Second Chance Fashion Show” which will be put on and modeled by Babson students. Senior, Harry Jefferson, and freshman, Thomas E. Smith, were looking for ways to increase awareness of the widespread number of victims suffering from paralysis. Through “FRIENDIM Inc.”, Jefferson’s newly launched company, he designed a show that focuses on the victims of paralysis and the second chance that they have to walk again.

In the summer of 2008, Thomas E. Smith, a NHL hopeful, was paralyzed in a hockey accident when he smashed his head into the boards. Almost daunting odds Smith recovered and returned to the ice and a second chance at his dreams. Then on October 1, 2009 Smith was involved in a freak accident in the rink leaving him paralyzed, again. This injury was completely unrelated to the first. Smith’s hopes are high for his own recovery and for the success of this show.

By founding the Just Cure Foundation, he hopes to spread the word about the different therapies and cures that are being researched for paralysis. Thomas keeps close contact with therapy specialists all over the country on the cures available. The ultimate roadblock to their success has been funding. In the show, models will represent the vast number of disabled individuals who are immobilized and weakened by their condition looking beautiful, strong and powerful. As the show progresses these models will eventually rise and walk down the runway, reminding the people who have overcome the barriers of paralysis.

The team hopes that their recovery and dramatic change will be an inspiration to people who hope to one day walk again. This Second Chance Fashion show’s goal is to raise $10,000 towards the foundation.

Michelle G. Chin
Staff Writer

Milk and cookies were laid out on top of a small cart in Reynolds at 8:30 pm on the night of Thursday, October 28th. Students began to gather around, nibbling on cookies and talking amongst themselves. Waiting. Anticipating.

Upperclassmen knew what they wanted. In five minutes, they knew that one of the best T-shirts of the year was about to be handed out.

To some, it’s just a Babson promotional item. However, for many students, the t-shirts represent one’s journey through Babson, freshman to senior, and the memories that go along with each year’s new shirt.

Students began arriving up to thirty minutes before the designated pick-up time, excited to get a T-shirt, fearing that Dean Hanno might run out. In the end, everyone received a shirt, regardless of what time they showed up, and Dean Hanno and friends even went through the trouble of walking around other areas of the campus to ensure that everyone got a shirt.

However, in the first few minutes of the pick-up, it was utter chaos. Everyone was pushing to reach their size designated line, excited to be a recipient of a tradition on campus.

This year’s T-shirt is powder blue and showcases Babson’s beaver mascot sleeping on the front while the phrase “Babson College Where Your Dreams Come True” streaks across the back. The shirt also features a cloud filled with six logos representing different aspects of Babson College. These symbols include a Green B a recycle triangle to represent our “Going Green” community, a dollar sign, the number one since we are #1 for Entrepreneurship for the 14th year in a row, and a ligma symbol for innovation.

Absent from this t-shirt was the listings of Babson’s many accomplishments and achievements, and even those that are very well known. Instead, students and faculty achievements are featured in the areas of academics, sports, and entrepreneurship. Nonetheless, overall, the night was a hit, but well worth the experience, especially as a freshman. It was a good chance for the community to come together and I know that, personally, I cannot wait until next year when Dean Hanno and the Undergraduate School will reveal yet another shirt.

THE BRYANT GRADUATE PROGRAMS
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TKE
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in response to this event: "Babson College was made aware on Thursday, October 29th of an incident that took place in the community. Babson College Public Safety has contacted the Wellesley Police Department and is investigating the matter in cooperation with NFD. If Babson students are found to have participated they will be subject to internal disciplinary processes.

The Wellesley Townsman reports that the larceny is "part of an initiation ritual by the fraternity. If TKE is found to include theft in their initiation rituals, they will be considered hazing, which violates the Babson anti-hazing policy and Massachusetts law. The act of larceny, if connected to individual students, could come with a hefty penalty since the value of the items stolen is over the minimum $250 for the crime to be considered a felony.

The Babson Police and Wellesley Police Departments are still investigating the situation. Until the police end their investigation, the final, internal investigation results will not be made public.

When asked, the student leaders of TKE did not respond to inquiries into this matter. On Sunday, the official report on the thefts has yet to be released due to the ongoing state law proceedings.

The administration has currently released the following statement.

FME
Continued from page 1
2011 will there be 'Everlast Energy Mints,' a business selling caffeinated sweets. Cell phone and laptop accessories have also become increasingly popular. This year there will be two flash memory products: Memori- Key, a USB flash drive in the shape of a key, and Data Band-a's, a USB flash drive on a wrist band.

As well as this, a multi-purpose flash will also be selling one form or another of a cell phone case. Xbox will be selling a cell phone/mp3 case which charges the unit's battery. Both One- Cover and Skindred will sell mobile phone cases with a slot for One Cards. "יקה" and "פוד לופד" will also become more stylish this spring. Stick It to Save It hopes to sell glow-in-the-dark "B" shaped stick- ers to accessorize your mobile devices, whilst Fine Touch will sell a "laptop-apply containing of colorful scratch art you create yourself."

Other businesses and their products include: Heat Hog, a design- warming device; Babson Beaver Stuffed Animal, a stuffed toy version of "Bill" other- wise known as Babson's campus ElZaEnd, a USB speaker; and ForeverJoce, described as "a lightshow in a cup." These products will not be limited to, and not least there is; Collap- ishable collapsible water bot- tle/pouch, Flipflops, and even "laundry" service to fold laundered clothes (the extent of manual labor required). Babson and SuperSwipe will provide "quick and easy access to one/credit card debits" cards.

As the year progresses and Babson community will wait to see if companies rise to the challenge or fail to impress the customers. The semester quickly approaching, it's time to brace you- self for the onslaught of sales in Trimm, Reynolds, and even your dorm room door. And for all the freshmen - best of luck!

A Challenge to Students

Kevin Lu
Staff Writer
"People, Profit, Planet" - these have been the un- derlying principles of the Babson Sustainability Office.

The office strives to be a hub for all things sustai- nable here on campus according to the Program Manager, Dallace Scott.

For the past week, in the name of sustainability, I have tried to recycle, compost, or keep all of my trash. The end result? A newfound systematic attitude towards the management of things, a feeling symbol on everything that is about to be thrown out. I am not a hoarder, nor do I claim to have the environ- ment more than others, I was simply a part of the Zero Waste Challenge. This green goodwill, driven by the Sustainability Office, its eco reps, and Green Tower members, has been an at- tempting effort on the part of everyone to produce as much waste we produce. It is very easy to tell your future employers that you believe in sustainability and also the environment. What does that actually mean though? I know for a fact that I cheated at the Night Market. I threw away chicken wing bones and the plastic plate I used. This undermined all the data collection and artificially deflated the amount of waste I produced, but I could not imagine my- self carrying food remnants in a plastic bag for a week.

Almost 230 people par- ticipated in this challenge and the feedback has been incredible, coming from students and staff alike. Scott hopes that sooner, rather than later, "we'll be having a campus that's getting it." The Zero Waste Challenge is only the first of many challenges to come, each one chippering away at our auto-pilot habit when it comes to being indifferent towards sustainability.

Over the course of four years at Babson, Scott is optimis- tic that undergradu- ates will "have the capacity to think beyond what is now, and recognize what it should be... You don't have to stop a lot of the things you're doing, you just have to think [about what you're doing]."

Bank Case

On March 26, 2009 the typically quiet town of Needham was rocked by a bomb scare. The sound of sirens as police and ambulances responded to a bomb scare at the local Star Market. The police officer respon- sible began the process of identifying and destroying the suspected device, Dimitri Long robbed the Wellesley Bank of America at gun point.

Over the next few months, eight banks were robbed including the Sovereign Bank in Needham and the Sharon Credit Union in Walpole. Several of these robberies, nicknamed U30 robbers, are believed to have occurred in just thirty seconds, included--a bomb-threat called in about a local business tended to the police officer. Long and his lookout/ get-away driver Michael Coty were arrested July 1, 2009 after authorities watched him, and forwarded to another bank in Needham.
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Across
1. English-born kin
5. On fire, in restaurant lingo
11. Some Spanish replies
14. Terrarium plant, perhaps
15. Surgical beam
16. Word with many moons
17. Four words with paper
20. WWI French common soldier
21. Piece of the whole (Abbr.)
22. Subjective surrounding
23. Grandma, affectionately
24. Adm. or capt.'s org., perhaps
27. Three words with paper
35. Stimpy's TV pal
36. Sana assistance
37. "De' Pastori Dal Monte"
38. Church official
41. Though, poetically
42. Distinguishing attribute

43. River by the Louvre
44. It inhibits impartial judgement
46. Sault __ Marie
47. Three words with paper
51. Income provided by the U.S. govt.
52. " __ saw Elisa?"
53. Unofficially off-base
56. Country music org.
59. Ball cohort
62. Three words with paper
66. Winner's take
67. Water mover on a house
68. End in ___ (require overtime)
69. Use Miss Clairol, e.g.
70. Shells out
71. Digs of twigs

Down
1. Inaccurate
2. Road Runner's sound
3. Dessert item since 1912
4. Termination
5. Exhibits shamelessly
6. Varnish ingredient
7. Quizzes
8. Member of an Indian people
9. Irish accent
10. Subj. for immigrants, perhaps
11. "Elephant Boy" boy
12. "Young Frankenstein" character
13. Kind of bean
18. Lethargic feeling
19. Armed cavalry soldier
24. One-celled organism
26. Pt. of CBS
27. Usurp forcefully
28. Moray trapper
29. "Giunga Din" setting
30. Fat liquid
31. Youthful period
32. Pit bull controller
33. Last Supper question
34. Eucharist plate
39. Isolate
40. Aunts and uncles, e.g. (Abbr.)
45. Waiters, e.g.
48. Spam sound
49. Service entrance, sometimes
50. "The Wizard of Oz" character
53. Just ___ (not much)
54. Guileful
55. Give the glad eye
57. Remote control button
58. Letter abbreviation
60. Mention as proof
61. " ___ Coming" (Three Dog Night hit)
63. Certain NFL linemen
64. Lou Grant's anchorman
65. Disappoint (with "down")

FME businesses this year

114

total points earned by All-American First Team Field Hockey Senior Captain Colleen Kelly

$4064 additional cost of Babson's tuition compared to Harvard College

4th
the place that the Babson team placed at the Finance International Case Competition

20
number of days left until Winter Break
Sex And The Park

Sex, Love, and Dating Advice For Babson Park

Dear Miss B,
My girlfriend and I have been dating for about a year. While there have been ups and downs, we have never had less sex than we are having now. I've tried talking to her, but she insists that nothing is abnormal. How do I reignite the romance?

Frustrated Partner

Dear Frustrated Partner,

Unfortunately, your girlfriend is right. Relationships are great, but after a certain point many couples tend to lose the passion that once had them eating whip cream off each other. It seems that after months of “ups and downs”, sex simply stops being a priority; it’s unfortunate, but not abnormal. To reignite the flame, just go back to basics - try a little romance. It can be something as simple as weekly date nights. A lot of couples become too comfortable with each other and stop going out, but [staying in constantly can slowly sap away the passion, making it hard to get back in the groove.] There is nothing romantic or special about always staying in and without that romance it is going to be very difficult to get your girl in the mood. You can try alternating who gets to plan the date night each week so that you both get a chance to surprise one another. Also start complimenting her more, notice the little things and let her know you appreciate her and that even after a year you still find her beautiful and sexy. Women do need reminders about these things and if you make her feel desirable, then the chance that she'll be down to get down will be much greater. She'll be more willing to take part in sexy activities. The point is to keep things new and fresh; surprise one another randomly with gifts, dates, notes, phone calls just to say “I love you”... it might sound corny but it works.

Safe sex to all,
Miss B

Although I've been with this guy for a few months, he hasn't made me orgasm. By doing all the standard stuff: scratching, moaning, etc I have been able to fake it. I think he is getting suspicious, what can I do?

Dry Like a Desert

Dry Like a Desert.
The best thing you can do for both of you is to come clean. Let him know that although you enjoy having sex with him, you just haven’t been able to orgasm. You’re probably thinking this will crush him and you’re right, which is why you use it as way to switch things up. You have to know what you need before you go to him because simply telling him isn't going to fix anything; if he knew what to do, then he would be doing it. A lot of women go through the same thing, so just do a quick Google search and you'll most certainly find how some women have gotten over their issues. I would recommend stocking up on some toys (from handcuffs to edible pastries), condoms (of course), Kama Sutra books, and lots of lingerie. Show him your new “groceries” and let him know that neither one of you is leaving until you achieve the big O. With your props and the new information you found during your research, you can turn the bad news into constant pleasure that you’ll both enjoy. Also to enhance your possibility of having an orgasm, do some Kegels (.Google it! Android phones have an app for it) and don’t forget the foreplay.

Safe Sex to all
Miss B

To get your question answer please e-mail Miss B. Haven at sex@babsonfreep.com. All e-mail addresses will remain confidential. Please do not include specific names or information that would divulge the identity of anyone.
Finding out what you’re made of

Suzanne McHenry isn’t afraid to challenge herself. Every day, she rises with the sun to run with the homeless. Every day, she’s feeding her life, her career and her future.

Feed your future at www.pwc.tv
Blank Center: A Look Inside the Venture Accelerator Program

Michael Maghsoudi
Staff Writer

Babson College. #1 in Entrepreneurship year after year. We hear this all the time. Whether it's from President Schlesinger or Dean Hanno, we are aware and proud of these statistics. But let me challenge you with a question. What makes us this great entrepreneurial institution? Some may say it's the FME. Some may say it's the great faculty, who have real-world entrepreneurial experience. Some may say it's a Tower, where students eat, sleep, and breathe entrepreneurship. These things are all great, but I'm going to bring to attention the real reason why Babson is #1 in Entrepreneurship year after year. The Arthur M. Blank Center for Entrepreneurship. In 1998, Arthur Blank opened the Arthur M. Blank Center for Entrepreneurship. Blank's graduation from Babson in 1963, he worked for Handy Dan Hardware. At the company's way through the ranks to regional manager before being fired in 1978 after having a disagreement with members of the executive board.

This may have proved to be the best thing to happen to Blank, as he chose to open a new business with former co-worker Bernie Marcus shortly after. His new business, Home Depot, would revolutionize the home improvement business and make both Blank and Marcus billionnaires. He now owns the National Football League's Atlanta Falcons. He is also the Chairman, President, and CEO of AMT Group, LLC, and the Arthur Blank Family Foundation. After opening in 1998, the Blank Center launched its Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, an entrepreneurial research project, in 1999.

The Successful Trans-Generational Entrepreneurship Praxic (STEP) project was also launched in 2005 as a research project “launched to explore the entrepreneurial process within family businesses and practices for building legacies of social and economic wealth across generations around the globe”. A new program is now on the horizon as well.

The Blank Center now features its new Babson Venture Accelerator Program, which will be formally launched this spring. And now the next logical question: What is this program and how can it help me as a student/ aspiring entrepreneur? Simply put, this program will provide the opportunity of opportunities and resources for entrepreneurs here at Babson. Resources are essential for the entrepreneur and that is one of the primary focuses of the program. Resources will include workshops, work space, events, fundraising, assessment tools and peer collaboration among others. Finally, the program will be open to all Babson students.

The program starts with Cindy Klein-Marmar, the Blank Center's Manager of Entrepreneur Development. The rest of the program's team includes Antionette Ho, Janet Strimmits, Candy Brush, Debra Martin, Amanda Santinelli, and Bob Caspe. Broken down into three phases, each with a specific advisor, students will be placed into a particular phase in order to place them in their entrepreneurial adventure. Phase 1 is the Explore phase, which is followed by the Pursue (Phase 2) and ultimately Launch (Phase 3). Faculty member Bob Caspe advises students in the initial explore stage. In the explore stage, students will have the opportunity to participate in workshops. The purpose of this phase, as explained by the program's diagram pictured, is for entrepreneurs to discover who they are, what they're good at, and who will want to be conducting an entry strategy and a feasibility study. Faculty members are Caroline Daniels and Angelo Santinelli.

Four Loko

The number of tragic accidents that have happened in relation to Four Loko, college campuses across the nation were compelled to ban the drink. Arguably, the most publicized incident occurred at Central Washington University, where nine students were hospitalized after drinking Four Loko. The effects were so severe police originally suggested the cause to be concentrated date-rape drugs.

Noneetheless, this drink is strongly popular amongst college students and regarding the horrific details about the effects, the students want it back. Eric White is overwrought about the decision to ban Four Loko and he says "It shouldn't have been banned, because as with any other alcoholic beverage, people just need to moderate their drinking and be responsible. Students will eventually find a way to have it, because people always want what they can't have." Sheldon Labor declared that people are already learning how to make their home-made Four Loko. He also brings up the cheap price which is also a reason for the attraction that many college students have for it. "I think people abuse it because it's a college drink that's within the college budget. But it still was the worst decision ever."

Several states have already banned the sale of Four Loko, including Washington, Utah, and Michigan. Many other states are also considering legislation to bar the sale of caffeinated alcoholic beverages. On November 14, 2010, New York senator Chuck Schumer called for a ban of the product in New York. As Massachusetts and other states further investigate the medical risks involved with this loco drink.

In response, on November 16, 2010, the creative crew of Four Loko voluntarily discontinued the production of their original formulations. The company has announced it will release a "new" beverage that will not contain caffeine, guarana and taurine.

During the interim, students and staff will still drink it on new beverages or try to recreate the madness of Four Loko with home-made brews.
ATHLETICS

Student-Athlete Spotlight: Kristy Benoit & Lisa Wojnar

Michael Maghroudi
Staff Writer

Think about what it takes to be a student-athlete at Babson. It’s likely more difficult than you might imagine. You’re expected to complete the same workload as everyone else and still attend practices, workouts, and games. Now think about playing two or even three sports here at Babson. Impossible, right? No, just ask Kristy Benoit (Class of 2011) or Lisa Wojnar (Class of 2012).

Lisa and Kristy are teammates on the Women’s Soccer team. Lisa also plays softball while Kristy also plays lacrosse. In addition, Kristy has been a member of the Women’s Basketball team the past three years. She was Babson’s only three-sport athlete this season, giving up basketball this year. How have they been able to compete in multiple sports? They named time management and a high level of support from both coaches and teammates as two primary reasons. They agreed that having so many obligations forced them to manage their time better and ultimately made them better students.

It was an interesting soccer season for both Kristy and Lisa, to say the least. After the team lost the two goals on the roster (due to graduation and study abroad), Kristy found herself as the team’s starter entering the season. After suffering an injury just two games into the season, Kristy thought her season was over, and it almost was. This is where Lisa Wojnar stepped in. The team was coming off a tough 4-0 loss to Brandeis and heading into a game against Ithica, the #8 team in the country, without a goalie. On the day of the game, it was noticed that she would be making her collegiate debut in net. She played like a seasoned veteran, saving all of the 18 shots she faced in net and earning a shutout in the 1-0 victory for Babson.

Lisa has since stepped in over the season, continued. In 18 games she posted 9 shutouts and a 1.06 average overall. She allowed just 0.64 goals per game and saved 91% of the shots she faced. Her achievements this season did not go unnoticed, as she was named to the All-NEWMAC 2nd Team. To her surprise, Kristy was able to get onto the field in her final regular season home game (senior day) against MIT. Coach Pineozi planned to play her for only a few minutes in this game according to Chris Buck, Director of Sports Information. The team was coming off three straight losses and decided to send in a win to enter the NEWMAC Tournament on a positive note.

There was no better way for the regular season to end than the way it actually did. Kristy managed to score just three minutes into the game on a ball from fellow senior, Ellen McCurdy. Kristy described scoring the goal as “one of the most surreal sports moments” she’s ever had. She said, “I will always remember Ellen jumping into my arms giving me the biggest hug while our teammates surrounded us jumping up and down and patting us on the backs. It was the perfect end to an incredible season, and a lasting memory of our home field.”

The rest of the game was domination for the Babson team as Wojnar and the Babson defense did their thing as usual by grabbing another shutout in a 3-0 win over the Bears. Wojnar and the defense earned yet another shutout and went on to win the conference with a score of 1-0. They then went on to beat MIT again in their next game, a NEWMAC Semifinal game, which ended in a 0-0 tie and was later decided by penalty kicks. Their season ended in the NEWMAC Finals against Springfield, in which they lost 1-0.

Off the field, Lisa is a member of SAC, the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee, as well as the Honor Board. She intends to pursue a career in Marketing or Entrepreneurship. Kristy is a member of Babson Investment Banking Association and Women’s Leadership Center. She will graduate in May and will then go to work for the Royal Bank of Scotland in Sales and Trading. Nominating your friends and teammates to be featured by sending an email to babsonfreepic@babson.edu.

Men’s Soccer Falls to Middlebury in NCAA Sectional Semifinals

The 2010 NCAA Division III Men’s Soccer Tournament at Bowdoin College on Saturday morning with the Panthers (16-3-1), ranked 14th in the nation by the NSCAA, advance to Sunday’s Regional Final where they will meet either Amherst College or the host Polar Bears at 1 p.m. Meanwhile, Babson sees its outstanding 2010 season come to a close with a record of 16-4-2. Both teams had numerous scoring chances in an evenly played first half, beginning when Babson sophomore Josh Danesh (Brookline, Mass.) sent a cross from the left side that was intercepted by Panthers’ junior goalkeeper Tim Cahill from South Hamilton, Mass., in the 79th minute.

The Beavers had another strong chance when junior Jimmy Stenzo (Needham, Mass.) beat a defender on the right wing and sent a cross through the box in the 29th minute, but the ball sailed just over the head of goalkeeper Eric Anderson (Scituate, Mass.) in front and junior captain Max Walker’s (Newton, Mass.) follow-up kick from the left side sailed well over the net.

Middlebury nearly broke the score with a goal in the 34th minute, when sophomore Jon Portman (Fair Haven, N.J.) found space at the top of the box and ripped a shot toward the left corner. However, the ball ricocheted off the left post and back through the box before it was cleared away by the Babson defense.

Portman had another great opportunity in the closing minutes of the first, but his shot from the left side was stopped by junior goalkeeper Peter Crowley (Lexington, Mass.), and the rebound was finished properly by first-year back Salvatore Persical (Andover, Mass.). The Panthers would have a pair of corner kicks in the final 30 seconds of the period, but the Beavers successfully defended both as the two teams entered halftime tied at 0-0.

The second half once again saw both teams enjoy excellent scoring chances, with Babson’s Walker missing just above the cross bar off a failed clear at 60:48 and Middlebury senior Taylor Wilkins (South Burlington, Vt.) doing the same with a header off a corner kick at the 88:30 mark. Crowley then made a spectacular diving save to his left on a rocket off the foot of Panthers’ junior Tyler Macneal (Wilmington, Vt.) at 73:40, as the contest remained scoreless.

Middlebury finally snatched the deadlock with just under 11 minutes remaining in regulation when Macneal interrupted a Babson pass near midfield. The junior striker then slid a perfect through-ball to a streaking Pitney, who broke into a one-on-one on Crowley and tucked a shot into the lower right corner for the game’s first goal at 79:03. It was Pitney’s sixth goal of the season, while the assist was Macneal’s third.

Babson would threaten to tie the game when Ryan Olszewicz (Bow, N.H.) got a lunging foot on a lead pass from Stonto near the right post with six minutes remaining, but Cahill made an easy save. The Beavers then had one final attempt with a free kick from midfield with 30 seconds remaining, but the Panthers’ defender made a clean catch on the ensuing service to clinch the 1-0 Middlebury victory.

Crowley finished with six saves in net for Babson, while Cahill made one stop to earn his 12th shutout of the season for the Panthers. The Panthers will now make their third appearance in the National Quarterfinals in the last four seasons. Their total of 16 victories this fall is second only to the 28 wins earned by the 2007 National Championship team.